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**EditorialBoards**

r117 - 2019-10-11 - 17:06 RomanPoeschl

Membership of Editorial Boards Calice Analysis Notes Board members coordinating author Subject CAN001 Takeshita, Vrba, White Ward ECAL analysis...

**CALICEResults**

r20 - 2019-10-11 - 16:59 RomanPoeschl

This page presents public CALICE results. There are two types of publications. Papers are publications published in (or submitted to) peer reviewed journals...

**CaliceAnalysisNotes**

r102 - 2019-10-11 - 16:46 RomanPoeschl

CALICE analysis notes Results shown in these notes have been approved for public presentation as `CALICE Preliminary`. CALICE CAN 2007 001 (was CAN 001):...

**SpeakersBureau**

r149 - 2019-10-11 - 16:36 RomanPoeschl

Calice Speakers` Bureau Responsible for papers, conference talks and posters. Members are: Jerry Blazey (NIU) gblazey@niu.edu Vincent Boudry (LLR) Vincent...

**ScEcal**

r6 - 2019-09-30 - 19:49 TohruTakeshita

ScECAL page by TohruTakeshita 2015 08 16 the progress is shown with the photos and drawings as: (1) small prototype (2007) 1st scecal prototype: which consists...

**LeptonPhoton2019**

r2 - 2019-09-26 - 18:33 RomanPoeschl

Photon 2019 (Toronto, Canada, August 5 10, 2019) CALICE Talks and Posters the structure of hadronic showers and hadronic energy reconstruction with highly granular...

**CaliceOutline**

r9 - 2019-09-20 - 00:57 RomanPoeschl

Introduction to CALICE Who The Calice Collaboration is R D group of around 280 physicists and engineers from around the world, working together to develop new, high...

**CaliceTheses**


CALICE Theses The following theses have been written using CALICE data. These should NOT be regarded as official CALICE results, but are the responsibility of the...

**UpcomingConferences**


Upcoming conferences IEEE Nuclear Science Symposium and Medical Imaging Conference, Manchester, UK, Oct. 27 Nov. 2, 2019, Abstract submission deadline:...

**CEPCWorkshopOxford**

NEW - 2019-09-19 - 16:15 RomanPoeschl


**CaliceConferenceTalks**
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CALICE Conference Talks CALICE Collaborators are welcome to add any talks they find relevant. TWEPP 2019 (Santiago de Compostela, Spain, September 26, 2019)...

TWEPP2019
NEW - 2019-09-19 - 16:05 RomanPoeschl

2019 (Santiago de Compostela, Spain, September 26, 2019) CALICE Talks and Posters new compact electronics for CALICE SIW calorimeter readout, Dominique Breton...

EPS-HEP2019

RomanPoeschl 2019 09 19 Conference 2019 (Ghent, Belgium, July 10-17, 2019) CALICE Talks and Posters the structure of hadronic showers and hadronic energy reconstruction...

CalicePapers
r77 - 2019-09-18 - 23:48 RomanPoeschl

CALICE papers General CALICE papers Tests of a particle flow algorithm with CALICE test beam data, C. Adloff et al., 6 (2011) P07005; e print: (physics.ins...
Beam Telescopes and TestBeams Workshop (CERN, January 14 18, 2019) CALICE Talks tests for a highly granular SiPM on tile hadron calorimeter’, Katja Kr...

2018 (Arlington/TX, USA, October 22 26, 2018) CALICE Talks and Test of the Highly Granular SiPM on Tile Calorimeter Prototype’, Felix Sefkow Look into Test...

Please use the following table to declare whether your group will ‘Opt In’ or ‘Opt Out’ of this paper: Track segments in the SiW ECAL , Paper028 To do this, click...

Please use the following table to declare whether your group will ‘Opt In’ or ‘Opt Out’ of this paper: Analysis and simulation of the Fe DHCAL , Paper027 To do this...

Common reconstruction SDHCal and SiW ECal Testbeam Sept 2018 The common reconstruction consists in extracting hits from ECAL and HCAL raw data and mix them in a common...
SiWEcalBeamTestArea
r5 - 2018-09-28 - 23:00 VincentBoudry

Beam test area From: TWiki CMS Web SLHCWikiHome HighGranCal HgcBeamTests CernTests (restricted acces)by Dave barney HGCAL Beam area contact person: ...

SiWCERN201511
r24 - 2018-09-23 - 22:16 VincentBoudry

CERN 2015 11 SiW ECAL final ASUs Test 4 ASU`s at the core of EM Hadronic shower`s on H2 CMS line. Organisation Responsibilities Contacts Main Contact: Boudry...

SiWEcalBT201511Physics
r9 - 2018-09-14 - 16:06 VincentBoudry

Physics program Set up`s: ASU: Most recent reviews of the devices are in R...

AuthorListPaper029Tex
r18 - 2018-08-28 - 03:06 TohruTakeshita

\author{\centering \LARGE \bf The CALICE Collaboration } \author{\centering J. J. Blaising, M. Chefdeville, C. Drancourt, N. Geffroy, Y. Karyotakis, G. Vouters...}

SiWEcalBT201807PicturesMovingtoTB24
r4 - 2018-08-22 - 18:21 VincentBoudry

AdrianIrles 2018 07 09

SiWEcalBT201807PicturesSetupsTB21
r3 - 2018-08-22 - 18:21 VincentBoudry

AdrianIrles 2018 07 09

AuthorListPaper029
r51 - 2018-08-22 - 15:52 RomanPoeschl

Please use the following table to declare whether your group will `Opt In` or `Opt Out` of this paper: Hadronic Energy Resolution of a Combined High Granularity Scintillator...

TWEPP2016
r3 - 2018-08-04 - 11:47 StephaneCallier

2016 (Karlsruhe, Germany, 26 30 September 2016) CALICE Talk `Data Acquisition System for the CALICE AHCAL Calorimeter`, Jiri Kvasnicka `HARDROC3, a 3rd...

SiWEcalBT201807Pictures
r2 - 2018-07-25 - 10:33 AdrianIrles

SiWEcalBT201807PicturesSetupsTB21 images SiWEcalBT201807PicturesMovingtoTB24 images Click on title to have direct access to galleries For gallery help check https...

BTTB6
r3 - 2018-07-24 - 09:51 FrankSimon

Beam Telescope and Test Beam Workshop (Zurich, Switzerland, January 16 19, 2018) CALICE Talks `Prototype tests for a highly granular scintillator based hadron...

ICHEP2018
r2 - 2018-07-23 - 14:55 MarinaChadeeva

2018 (Seoul, Korea, July 4 11, 2018) CALICE Talks of technologies for highly granular calorimeters`, Yuji Sudo and study of hadronic showers with highly...

SIWDESY201807
r3 - 2018-06-18 - 12:06 AdrianIrles

50 Recent Changes in CALICE Web retrieved at 09:44 (GMT)
DESY 2018 07 SiW ECAL `10 SLABs` Test 10 Short SLAB`s in flexible frame, at DESY. This page is a copy of SiWDESY201706. It can be edited by the members of the SiWDESY201706Group...

**CommissioningProcedure**
r3 - 2018-06-18 - 12:02  AdrianIrles

Commissioning and noise studies for single slabs The commissioning procedure described here will be part of the calicos/pyrame framework http://llr.in2p3.fr/sites...

**SiWDESY201807Group**
NEW - 2018-06-07 - 11:12  VincentBoudry

SiWDESY201807Group Member list (comma separated list): Set GROUP VincentBoudry, AdrianIrles, ArturLobanov, FredericMagniette, RomanPoeschl, VladislavBalagura...

**SiWTechTests**
r2 - 2018-06-05 - 21:00  AdrianIrles

CERN Twiki for SiW ECAL Technical Beam Test The dedicated beam test pages can be found on: SiWDESY201807 SiWDESY201706 SiWCERN201511 The full technical...

**AuthorListPaper026**

Please use the following table to declare whether your group will `Opt In` or `Opt Out` of this paper: Tracking within Hadronic Showers in the CALICE SDHCAL prototype...

**HowToWorkWithTheGRID**
r11 - 2018-04-12 - 02:39  DanielJeansExternal1

How to work with the GRID This page desibes out of date lcg tools, and is kept only for reference see this page for up to date instructions for use of ilcdiarac...

**EPS-HEP2015**
r4 - 2018-04-10 - 13:26  FrankSimon

2015 (Vienna, Austria, July 22 29, 2015) CALICE talk studies of hadronic showers and comparison to GEANT4 simulations with data from highly granular calorimeters...
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